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AESTRACT 
<q_lo,solutions of the multiple plane jets turbulent mlxlng are presen

ted and are based upon a Kinetic theory of turbulence. From previous 
results, we further anelyzed the twin plane jets turbulent combustion. 

The chemical reacting flow was r'etter described bv the construc-
10 " ted pdf. Through the constructed pdf, we calculated the pdf, mass 

fraction concentration and turbulent transport of the various species, 
temperature distribution. 

The behavior of the turbulent transport of the reacting flow 
would help understand the twin plane jets combustion. 

I NTRODl'CTION 

The analysis €lf the multiple jets is 
very useful due to its wide application 
to engineering problem such as thrust aug
menting ejectors for VTOL/STOL aircraft, 
water heater and gas stove at home. The 
studies of the twin plane jets turbulent 
combustion will provide some basic under
standing for combustion structure of mUl
tiple jets combustor. 

Many appr€laches to turbulence model
ing have been advanced recently. The pre
sent work is concerned with an alternate 
approach to turbulence modeling which 
seeks to describe 'he stati stical charac
teEistics of the velocity field. This is 
a kinetic theory approach which uses a 
pro.ballili ty density function(pdf) to cha
racterize the fluid elements stochastic 
process in velocity space. Past solutions 
to the present s~ati~tical model was de
veloped by Chung(1-4). The Cb.ung Kinetic 
equation was solved by Rong(5) which a 
Green's function was used to integrate 
the governing equation f or the pdf direc
ted and eliminated the defect of the ap
proximat~ moqtent method. "J'he previous 
studies ~6-9) hGve shown the inherent 
advantages of the Green's function me~hod 
for the present simplified Kinetic thecry 
appro'ach to turbulence m€ldeling. InveS'
tigations of the twin plene jets turbulent 
mixing using the Green's function method 
for fh~ construction of pdf are warran
ted( 0). This investigation was furth~r 
extendea to analyze the twin plane jets 
turbule~f qombustion. ·Once pdf ~s cone
tructed~ 0), any order turbulent transport 
of the chemical reacting flow would be 
easily obtained. 

THEORETICAL MODEL 

Assume tpe chemical reacting flow is 
one step and one direction as following 
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Dei'ine the dimensionless v2Irit!lbles as 
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!.nd · the ~eneration rate of product is 

Wp=K •. e)(P(-AE/RoCt)oC:·c~ (3) 

The Chung Kinetic equation of the tur·· 
bulent with chemical reaction was 
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we. define the (Fmh. (Fnh to repre
sent: the value Fill Fn of no «hemical 
reaction. From th~ Eq. (3), 

(Fm), - (Fn ), = Fm-F. (5) 

If the chemical reaction rate i Sf in
finite t Le. Ko"w ~then from Eqs.(2) 
and. (3) as 

Fm 0 Fn = '0' (6) 

The representive physical meaning of 
the Eq. (6) is moleeularwia~ mixed 
~y fuel and oxygen when they appear 
in the same vel oc i ty spac e • We- will 
use the Eq. (6) as the chemical re
action model. 


